[The quality of washed autotransfused erythrocytes. The elimination of plasma hemoglobin, osmotic fragility and survival rate of retransfused erythrocytes].
Intraoperative transfusion has until recently been understood to mean full retransfusion of the blood removed by a suction pump without significant changes due to external influences, which considerably limited its utilization. Intraoperative transfusion can only be performed without decisive disadvantages when the blood can be suctionally removed in large amounts and immediately retransfused. In recent years, the Cell Saver has provided a system which can also prepare soiled blood for retransfusion. Extensive orthopedic surgery entails large blood losses due to oozing from expanded wound areas; only rarely does acute bleeding occur. Because of intensive tissue contact, the suctioned blood has been soiled with activated clotting factors, lytic enzymes, free haemoglobin from damaged red cells, cleaning solutions, and other undesired elements. With the Cell Saver system, it is possible to remove the plasma and recover 70-80% of the intact red cells sufficiently freed from stroma and free haemoglobin. The osmotic fragility of these cells served as a measure of integrity and membrane stability. They were compared to red cells withdrawn preoperatively and showed an identical osmotic relationship. Determining the survival rate of the retransfused cells in vivo shows that they provide a high-quality and in most cases, a sufficient replacement of blood loss. Even after 6 days, over 70% were found in the circulating blood. Premature, disproportionate elimination, which could be dangerous for the patient, does not occur.